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Abstract: - The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network algorithm has achieved significant results in natural language 

processing and speech recognition. This study explores the application of the LSTM algorithm in the study of the relationship between 

interpreting anxiety and learning motivation. The article mainly uses questionnaire survey method to obtain research data. The 

participates include students engaged in translation research and professional translators. After statistical analysis of the research data, 

it was found that there was a significant correlation between translation anxiety and learning motivation (r=-0.62, p<0.001). According 

to calculation results, the average score is 3.42 and the standard deviation is 0.76. The average score of evaluating the learning 

enthusiasm of participants through corresponding questionnaires is 4.27, with an SD of 0.92. Further regression analysis of the data 

was conducted, and the results showed that respondents with low translation anxiety had stronger learning motivation（β=- 0.43, 

p<0.001). It can be seen that reducing learners' fear of translation can enhance their learning motivation, thereby stimulating their 

interest in learning. This indicates that reducing translation anxiety may be helpful to improve the learning motivation level of 

interpreting learners. The study is of great significance for improving the learning enthusiasm of translation learners and reducing 

translation anxiety and provides a new perspective and research method for future related research. 

Keywords: Long Short-Term Memory Neural Network Algorithm; Translation Anxiety, Learning Motivation, Questionnaire, Natural 

Language Processing. 

 

 

 INTRODUCTION 

In the language learning and application field, interpreting is a highly complex activity requiring immediate 

information processing. Many challenges often accompany the learning process. Learners often feel different 

levels of anxiety in interpreting practice or actual work, which is called "interpreting anxiety ". Interpreting 

anxiety may stem from a variety of factors, such as a lack of confidence in one's language ability, excessive worry 

about the outcome of a task, and fear of public performance. It affects individuals' cognitive resource allocation 

and information processing efficiency during interpreting and may inhibit learners' enthusiasm, that is, the 

motivation to perform interpreting tasks. Learning motivation is the internal driving force that drives individuals 

to learn and persist in learning for a long time. The relevant research results indicate that there is a close correlation 

between it and the learning behavior, learning persistence, and final learning outcomes of learners. Therefore, 

revealing the relationship between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation can help teachers grasp the 

psychological state of interpreting learners, optimize teaching strategies, and accelerate the improvement of 

students' professional literacy [1-3]. 

However, analyzing existing literature, it was found that there are relatively few empirical studies on the 

correlation between anxiety and learning motivation. Most scholars are limited to descriptive surveys or case-

based analysis, lacking in-depth data mining and insufficient research depth. With the continuous development 

of technology, artificial intelligence (AI) technology, especially the concept of long short-term memory (LSTM), 

has provided strong support for in-depth research in this field. LSTM is a special type of recursive neural network 

(RNN) that has advantages in temporal data processing compared to other similar algorithms. Therefore, it has 

been widely used in time series analysis, speech recognition, and natural language processing (NLP) [4,5]. In 

addition, LSTM can effectively capture and remember the dependency relationships between data points over a 

long time span, which is of great significance for explaining the emotional fluctuations and behavioral patterns 

of the respondents. In view of this, this article adopts this algorithm to conduct in-depth analysis of the collected 

survey dataset, thereby revealing the relationship between anxiety and learning motivation, and exploring the 

mechanisms of their mutual influence to draw corresponding conclusions. A recent study has found that 

interpreting anxiety not only has a negative impact on learning motivation, but also reduces learners' learning 

enthusiasm [6-8]. It can be seen that conducting research in this area is very necessary and has certain practical 

significance. 
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At present, the research on the relationship between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation is relatively 

limited. Some studies have revealed that students with higher anxiety tend to show lower enthusiasm for learning 

motivation, which may lead to a decline in learning ability and academic performance. Nevertheless, the existing 

research is mainly based on the traditional questionnaire and psychometric methods and lacks objective and 

reliable means of assessment. At the same time, there is no in-depth exploration of how to use advanced DL 

algorithms to help deal with the problem of interpreting anxiety [9,10]. Hence, this study aims to explore the 

relationship between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation based on the LSTM algorithm and propose 

corresponding solutions, thus providing new ideas and methods for interpreting teaching and learning motivation 

research. 

The uniqueness of this study is that it combines the LSTM algorithm and the research on the relationship 

between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation. This contributes to a deeper understanding of the 

mechanism of interpreting anxiety's impact on learning motivation. In addition, by collecting and analyzing actual 

learning data, this study enables an objective and accurate assessment of learners' interpreting anxiety status and 

its impact on learning motivation. Moreover, an interpreting anxiety assistance solution based on the LSTM 

algorithm is established to offer learners personalized interpreting learning support and further enhance learning 

motivation. This study offers a new methodological path for future research in related domains, that is, using 

advanced technologies such as LSTM for sentiment analysis and behavior prediction, to promote the optimization 

of teaching and learning effects in a wider range of application fields. Overall, this study has great significance 

for the education and training of interpretation learners and provides rich inspiration and new research direction 

for research in the intersection of pedagogy, psychology, and AI. 

Ⅱ. RECENT RELATED WORK 

A. Application of the LSTM Algorithm in Behavioral Research  

LSTM, as an improved RNN, has been widely used in sequence data analysis. Based on the analysis of the 

relevant information collected, it can be concluded that this algorithm plays a very important role in the field of 

NLP. Due to its ability to process and remember long-term dependent information, it has advantages over other 

algorithms in emotional analysis. In the field of educational psychology, LSTM is mainly used to predict 

emotional states and behavioral patterns, and has achieved significant results. Alkahtani et al. [11] trained the Self 

Stimulating Behavior Dataset (SSBD) using Visual Geometry Group 16-LSTM (VGG-16-LSTM) and Long Term 

Recursive Convolutional Network (LRCN) based on previous research results. They found that the accuracy of 

the latter on the test set was 96%, while the former was 93%. It can be seen that both methods can effectively 

identify the self stimulating behavior of children with autism, which provides support for clinical intervention in 

autism. Ala'raj et al. [12] used a bidirectional LSTM model to predict the probability of customers experiencing 

single or consecutive overdue payments in the future. The experimental results show that compared with 

traditional methods, LSTM based prediction has higher accuracy and better performance. Jarbou et al. [13] trained 

a large amount of historical data using LSTM and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) algorithms to predict short-term 

and long-term absenteeism among students with autism. The experimental results show that both algorithms have 

high prediction accuracy. Buono et al. [14] proposed an LSTM based model based on previous research 

experience to predict learners' course participation, which has received widespread attention in the academic 

community. S ü kei et al. [15] trained big data using a mixed model (MM) and a hidden Markov model (HMM) 

to predict human emotional states. The research results indicate that these models can effectively process a large 

amount of observational data.Overall, among existing algorithms, the LSTM model has relatively good 

performance and can demonstrate significant advantages in many applications in various fields. It is undoubtedly 

feasible to use this model to process the questionnaires obtained from the questionnaire survey.Zitouni et al. [16] 

proposed an emotion recognition model based on the LSTM architecture, and experimental results demonstrated 

the effectiveness of the framework, achieving classification accuracies of over 96% and 93% for individuals and 

different combinations, respectively. This indicated the high-precision capability of the framework in recognizing 

activation-value levels. Kansizoglou et al. [17] gradually mapped and learned individual personalities by 

observing and tracking changes in emotions during the interaction process. Kashyap et al. [18] explored the 

application of DL technology in predicting human behavior. The study investigated neural networks, including 

LSTM, convolutional neural networks, and other advanced DL architectures, in capturing complex patterns and 

dependencies in human behavioral data. 

Although existing scholars have made remarkable achievements in using LSTM for predicting emotional 

states, behavioral patterns, and sentiment analysis, these studies are mainly concentrated in fields such as 
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medicine, psychology, and consumer credit scoring. Particularly in the field of education, there is still a lack of 

quantitative analysis on the relationship between learners' internal psychological states, such as interpreting 

anxiety and learning motivation during the interpreting learning process. Additionally, current research often 

focuses on performance comparisons of models, with fewer applications of these advanced models in empirical 

educational data analysis, especially in the specialized field of interpreting learning. Therefore, this study aims to 

fill this gap by applying the LSTM algorithm to a specific issue in the field of interpreting learning: the study of 

the relationship between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation. This applied and empirical research 

orientation validates the feasibility of LSTM in a new domain and affords a scientific basis for translation 

education practices, aiding educators in developing more effective teaching strategies and intervention measures. 

Furthermore, the research findings may inspire other related studies in educational psychology, incorporating DL 

technology into the analysis of learning behavior and psychological states, expanding the existing research 

paradigm. In summary, the motivation of this study is to address the shortcomings of previous research, 

particularly in interpreting education. By utilizing LSTM, this study aims to delve into the complex relationship 

between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation, providing new research perspectives and methods to 

advance the field's theoretical and practical aspects. 

B. The Influencing Factors and Consequences of Interpreting Anxiety 

Interpreting anxiety refers to the anxiety, tension, and fear experienced by individuals during the interpreting 

process. Existing research indicates that anxiety not only diminishes the cognitive processing abilities of 

interpreters but also negatively influences their learning motivation and performance. When exploring the impact 

of anxiety on learning outcomes, Namaziandost et al. [19] emphasized the mediating role of interpreters' self-

efficacy, suggesting that learners with strong self-efficacy could effectively resist the negative effects of anxiety. 

Cai et al. [20] assessed the bidirectional relationships between three psychological factors (self-efficacy, 

motivation, and anxiety) and interpreting students' performance. Correlation analysis and hierarchical regression 

analysis suggested that, in the first study, both learning motivation and self-efficacy decreased while anxiety 

remained relatively stable. Interpreting-specific anxiety was negatively correlated with concurrent interpreting 

performance. Tan et al. [21] integrated traditional research on test anxiety and achievement motivation, examining 

the relationship between hope for success and test anxiety and incorporating motivational attributes into the 

concept of test anxiety. Mercader-Rubio et al. [22] analyzed the relationship between anxiety (physical anxiety, 

self-efficacy, and cognitive anxiety) and basic psychological needs (competence, autonomy, and relatedness). The 

results showed that autonomous motivation was a more positive form of motivation, as it helped explain the 

perception of self-efficacy and promoted performance in competition, while controlled motivation had the 

opposite effect. Miller et al. [23] explored the prodromal factors of anxiety symptoms, covering irrational beliefs 

and motivation regulation, which may be risk factors for increasing athlete anxiety. Results supported the 

association between the two factors, indicating a negative correlation between irrational performance beliefs and 

relative autonomous motivation. Additionally, it was found that irrational performance beliefs were positively 

correlated with anxiety symptoms, while autonomous motivation was negatively correlated with anxiety 

symptoms. Barbieri et al. [24] proposed that aesthetic appreciation may link pleasurable feedback with updates 

of predictive representations. The study suggested that aesthetic appreciation promoted curiosity-driven behavior 

while being negatively correlated with anxiety. Journault et al. [25] validated whether a rapid intervention could 

improve adolescents' stress mindset and reduce their sensitivity to perceived stress and anxiety. The results 

presented that the intervention successfully instilled a mindset that stress can enhance performance compared to 

the control condition. While Bayesian factor analysis did not show major differences between the two groups in 

perceived stress or anxiety sensitivity, thematic analysis indicated that the intervention could help participants 

better cope with their stress. In short, these results denoted that intervention could rapidly change adolescents' 

stress mindset. Future research needs to determine whether altering a stress mindset is sufficient to change anxiety 

sensitivity in certain adolescents and environments. Wullenkord et al. [26] verified the validity of the climate 

anxiety scale in German-speaking samples and studied the relationship between it and psychological factors. The 

results demonstrated that climate anxiety was related to some psychological factors. Watanabe et al. [27] 

developed and validated an artificial intelligence anxiety scale and initially applied it to predict learning behavior. 

The findings indicated that this scale was effective in predicting learning behavior. 

Learning initiative is defined as the inner driving force of learners to commit themselves to learning and 

persevere. According to self-determination theory, learning motivation can be further divided into intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivations. Based on the above literature review, it can be found that existing studies in related fields 
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revealed the relationship among learning performance, motivation, and anxiety. Mobile AR technology positively 

impacted learning motivation and performance, while reducing math anxiety. Students' motivation and cognitive 

level can influence their preferences for various learning styles. In an online learning environment, achievement 

emotion was essential as a mediating factor between learner characteristics and learning outcomes. Competitive 

games with balanced cognitive complexity can positively affect English learners' learning performance, anxiety, 

and behavior. Additionally, cognitive bias correction interventions were effective in the treatment of anxiety and 

depression disorders. By referring to the research results of relevant literature, the relationship between anxiety 

and learning motivation assisted by the LSTM algorithm can be more deeply understood. Future studies could 

combine the LSTM algorithm to take more contextual factors and individual characteristics into account when 

exploring the relationship between them, to furnish more effective support and guidance for improving 

interpreting learners' learning experience and outcomes. 

 

Ⅲ. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EVALUATION MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERPRETING ANXIETY 

AND LEARNING MOTIVATION BY THE LSTM 

A. Selection of Experimental Participants and Determination of Sample Size 

This study evaluated the relationship between anxiety and learning motivation, and an evaluation model was 

implemented based on LSTM [28].This article obtains a large amount of information through a questionnaire 

survey, and then summarizes and organizes these materials, using algorithms to calculate the data. During this 

process, the respondents will be limited to students and professional interpreters. They have different levels of 

practical experience and learning motivation. The ultimate goal of incorporating these two groups into the study 

is to reveal the correlation between anxiety and learning motivation. In terms of sample size setting, this article 

refers to previous research results and considers various factors, selecting an appropriate sample size [29]. In the 

questionnaire survey, a total of 200 students studying interpretation and 50 professional interpreters were invited 

to participate in this survey. Fill out the questionnaire anonymously. 

B. Data Collection Methods and Processes 

This article uses a questionnaire survey method to collect the necessary data for research, and then trains the 

data through algorithms to clarify the relationship between interpretation anxiety and learning motivation. The 

distribution, collection, statistics, analysis, and other aspects of the questionnaire follow strict procedures to 

ensure the reliability of the data. 

The survey questionnaire designed in this article includes items related to interpreting anxiety and learning 

motivation. The selected indicators are all representative [30]. Subsequently, the research group contacted several 

schools and interpretation organizations, and invited students from the schools and professional interpreters from 

the organizations to participate in this questionnaire survey. 

Firstly, send a link to the respondents and explain the purpose, content, and methods of this study to ensure 

that they fill out the questionnaire correctly. 

The respondents need to complete the questionnaire survey within the specified time. During this process, the 

research group strictly kept their personal information confidential. 

After collecting data, invalid questionnaires that do not meet the requirements will be removed. Calculate the 

effective rate of questionnaire collection [31]. Afterwards, the data will be processed, correlation analysis will be 

conducted, and descriptive statistics will be conducted. 

Based on the statistical results of the data, create corresponding graphs and tables to intuitively reflect the 

relationship between anxiety and learning motivation.The specific process structure of data collection and model 

establishment in the study is displayed in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1: Process of Data Collection and Model Building 

C. Establishment of Structural Equation Model (SEM) and Analysis of the Variable Relationship 

In this section, we mainly use scanning electron microscopy to study the relationship between anxiety and 

learning motivation.SEM is a multivariate analysis method by which theoretical models can be validated, and 

causal relationships between different latent variables can be studied. 

Before implementing the SEM, a theoretical model was formulated to describe the hypothetical relationship 

between interpreting anxiety and learning motivation. Based on literature reviews and previous studies, 

interpreting anxiety, learning motivation, and possible mediating variables were taken to construct a potential 

variable model [32]. 

Through SEM, it is possible to quantitatively evaluate the influence, and direct and indirect effects of different 

paths. The explanatory power of each variable to the model can be tested, as well as the significance of the 

individual path coefficients. Meanwhile, possible mediating effects can be explored, and the relationship between 

interpreting anxiety and learning motivation can be further understood. 

D. Construction and Training Methods of the LSTM Model 

The LSTM model is utilized to construct and train a predictive model for interpreting anxiety and learning 

motivation. Massive sample data on interpreting anxiety and learning motivation are used for model training. The 

sample data is divided into training and validation sets, and the model parameters are iteratively updated by 

backpropagation algorithms and gradient descent optimizers (such as Adam) to minimize prediction errors. To 

prevent overfitting, some regularization techniques, such as dropout layer and L2 regularization, are employed to 

reduce the model’s complexity and improve the generalization ability [33]. Besides, using the early stopping 

strategy to avoid over-fitting and select the best model parameters, the overall structure of the established LSTM-

based neural network model is presented in Figure 2: 
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Figure 2: The Structure of the Established LSTM-Based Neural Network Model 

In addition, to compare the performance of the proposed evaluation model based on LSTM, the performance 

of LSTM is compared with traditional evaluation models based on SVM multilayer perceptron (MP). Performance 

is compared from the standard deviation (SD) and average score of anxiety level, the average score and SD of 

learning motivation level, emotional analysis score, the difference score, regression coefficient, and correlation 

between anxiety level and learning motivation, and other aspects. Through the performance comparison of all 

aspects above, the purpose is to comprehensively evaluate the unique advantages and innovations of the LSTM-

based evaluation model in alleviating interpreting anxiety and promoting learning motivation, thus offering useful 

reference and practical guidance for interpreting education. 

Ⅳ. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Comparison of Average Score and SD of Interpreting Anxiety Levels Assessed by Different Algorithms 

Figure 3 reveals evaluation models for diverse algorithms that assess average scores for anxiety levels. Figure 

4 depicts the assessment of SD of anxiety levels by evaluation models of various algorithms. 
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Figure 3: Evaluation Data of the Average Score of Anxiety Level for Evaluation Models of Different 

Algorithms 

Figure 3 denotes that the evaluation score of the LSTM model is relatively high. The results reveal that the 

LSTM model performs better in predicting anxiety levels. As the number of iterations rises, its scores gradually 

improve. This may indicate that the LSTM model has strong learning abilities and better captures characteristics 

related to anxiety levels. In comparison, the evaluation scores of the SVM and MP models are relatively lower, 

showing fluctuating trends with an increase in the number of iterations. With fewer iterations, the evaluation 

scores of all three algorithms increase. Still, the performance improvement of SVM and MP models in subsequent 

iterations is limited, while the LSTM model seems to continuously improve with more training rounds. Future 

research will need to delve into the strengths and weaknesses of each model and explore the potential for their 

improvement. 
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Figure 4: Evaluation Data of the SD of Anxiety Level for Evaluation Models of Various Algorithms 

Figure 4 signifies that in the initial stage, the SD of the three algorithms rises, but with the increase in the 

number of iterations, the SD gradually becomes stable. This may be because the initial prediction of anxiety level 

varies greatly, but as training progresses, the model gradually learns to capture relevant features better, thereby 

reducing sample-to-sample variability. With the addition of the number of iterations, the consistency of the 

evaluation results of the three algorithm models on anxiety levels gradually improved. In the training process, the 

consistency of the SVM model is the highest, followed by the MP model, while the LSTM model’s consistency 

is relatively low. These results guide selecting the appropriate model and the number of iterations. 

B. Comparison between the Average Score of Learning Motivation Levels Evaluated by Different Algorithms 

and SD 

Figure 5 plots the evaluation results of the average score of learning motivation level, and compares the 

performance of evaluation models with diverse algorithms. It can be used to understand the average score of each 

algorithm in predicting the level of learning motivation. The evaluation results of SD at the learning motivation 

level are illustrated in Figure 6, which compares the performance of evaluation models under various algorithms. 
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Figure 5: Evaluation Trend of the Average Score of Learning Motivation Level for Evaluation Models with 

Diverse Algorithms 

Figure 5 implies that, first, the average score of the LSTM model is still comparatively high. This manifests 

that the LSTM model still performs well in predicting the learning motivation level, and its score also rises 

gradually with the iterations increase. This may be due to the LSTM model’s stronger learning ability to capture 

the relevant features of the learning motivation level. Different from previous anxiety level analyses, the SVM 

and MP models have relatively low scores in the assessment of learning motivation levels. Their scores are 

significantly lower, especially when the iterations are lower than the LSTM model's.It can be seen that when 

using SVM and MP models to analyze learning motivation, their ability to capture information features is limited, 

especially in the initial stage, which has significant limitations.Moreover, it is found that as the number of 

iterations grows, the MP and SVM models’ scores tend to be stable overall, while the LSTM model’s scores 

continue to rise.That is to say, increasing the number of iterations does not improve the prediction accuracy of 

SVM and MP models, and their performance is inferior to LSTM models. However, the additional number of 

iterations fails to cause a significant jump in performance. The LSTM model can continuously benefit from more 

training times and improve its predictive performance. 
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Figure 6: Evaluation Trend of SD of Learning Motivation Level for Evaluation Models with Different 

Algorithms 

In Figure 6, firstly, the LSTM model’s SD is relatively high. This means the LSTM model has greater 

differences in predicting learning motivation levels, possibly because it can better capture changes and 

uncertainties among samples. Unlike the previous analysis, in evaluating learning motivation level, the SD of the 

LSTM model exceeds that of the MP and SVM models, indicating that it has high flexibility and sensitivity in 

this task. 

Secondly, it is observed that with the increase in iteration times, the three algorithms’ SD presents a stable 

trend on the whole. This may illustrate that as the models are trained and iterated, they become more consistent 

and stable in predicting learning motivation levels. In particular, SD tends to be stable under high iterations, 

demonstrating that the model has been able to predict the learning motivation level relatively accurately, and there 

is little difference in the prediction results under different iterations. 

C. Comparison of Correlation and Regression Coefficient between Anxiety Level and Learning Motivation 

Figure 7 shows the changing trend of the correlation data between different algorithms' evaluation of the 

anxiety level and learning motivation. In Figure 7, it is possible to understand the results of different algorithms' 

evaluation of the correlation between anxiety levels and learning motivation. The variation trend of the regression 

coefficient of different algorithms evaluating anxiety level on learning motivation is drawn in Figure 8. It can be 

used to compare the performance of different algorithms in predicting the influence of the anxiety level on 

learning motivation. 
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Figure 7: The Changing Trend of Correlation between Anxiety Level and Learning Motivation of Evaluation 

Models under Different Algorithm Models 

In Figure 7, with the increase of iterations, the correlation between anxiety level and learning motivation of 

the three algorithm models presents different changing trends. First, the correlation score of the SVM model is 

2.75, which gradually increases with the number of iterations and reaches 7.58 after 600 iterations. This illustrates 

that through training and optimization, the correlation ability of the SVM model between anxiety level and 

learning motivation is gradually enhanced. At the initial stage, the correlation score of the MP model is 7.91. As 

the number of iterations rises, the relevance score decreases slightly, reaching 11.26 after 600 iterations. It can be 

seen that the MP model has a certain stability in the correlation between anxiety level and learning motivation, 

but on the whole, it shows a slight upward trend. At the initial stage, the LSTM model’s correlation score is 13.47, 

the highest. However, as the number of iterations increases, the relevance score gradually declines and achieves 

16.42 after 600 iterations. This indicates that, in the training process, the correlation between the two in the LSTM 

model fluctuates to a certain extent, showing a downward trend. It can be observed that the correlation scores of 

the SVM and MP models are gradually improved, while the LSTM model’s correlation scores are slightly 
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fluctuating. These results provide some references for further research on the relationship between the anxiety 

level and learning motivation. 
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Figure 8: Variation Trend of Regression Coefficient of Anxiety Level on Learning Motivation of Evaluation 

Models under Various Algorithm Models 

Figure 8 expresses that the regression coefficient of the SVM model gradually improves with the number of 

iterations, but the growth rate is comparatively slow. The regression coefficient of the MP model gradually tends 

to be stable after the previous iteration, and the variation range is small. The regression coefficient of the LSTM 

model also tends to be stable after the previous iteration, but the growth rate is faster. Moreover, it can be noted 

that for all models, with the rise of iterations in the initial stage, the increase of the regression coefficient is large. 

Still, the growth rate gradually slows down with the continuous increase of iterations. This phenomenon suggests 

that, in the initial stages of the model, the impact of anxiety levels on learning motivation may exhibit remarkable 

fluctuations. However, as the number of iterations adds, the model tends to stabilize, and the effect on learning 

motivation almost remains unchanged. Further observation of the differences between the models reveals that the 

SVM model has lower regression coefficients, while the MP and LSTM models have relatively higher regression 

coefficients, implying that the latter two may be more effective in assessing how anxiety levels influence learning 

motivation. In contrast, the applicability of the SVM model may be weaker for this task. 

 

D. A Comparison of Interpreters' Sentiment Analysis Scores and Different Models' Difference Scores 

 

The changing trend of interpreters’ sentiment analysis scores evaluated by different algorithm models is 

portrayed in Figure 9. The variation trend of the difference scores between anxiety levels and learning motivation 

assessed by different algorithm models is suggested in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9: Changing Trend of Interpreters' Sentiment Analysis Score for Various Algorithm Models 

Figure 9 presents that the sentiment analysis score of the SVM model gradually increases as the number of 

iterations grows, but the growth rate is relatively slow. The sentiment analysis score of the MP model gradually 

stabilizes after the previous iteration, and the change range is small. The sentiment analysis score of the LSTM 

model also tends to be stable after the previous iteration, but the growth rate is faster. Besides, it is worth noting 

that for all models, an increase in the number of iterations in the initial stage results in a significant increase in 

sentiment analysis scores, but as the iterations continue to add, the growth rate gradually slows down. This may 

be because the influence of the model on the interpreter's sentiment analysis changes greatly in the initial stage, 

but as the number of iterations increases, the model gradually stabilizes, and the impact on sentiment analysis 

does not change much. 
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Figure 10: Variation Trend of the Difference Score between Anxiety Level and Learning Motivation for Diverse 

Algorithm Models 

In Figure 10, with the rise of iterations, the difference scores between the anxiety level and learning motivation 

of the SVM model are comparatively stable, while the MP and LSTM models’ scores show a certain change trend. 

For the SVM model, the difference score between anxiety level and learning motivation remains at about 5, with 

no obvious change trend. This indicates that the relationship between the two is relatively stable in this model. 

To sum up, according to the given data, it can be preliminarily concluded that there are differences in the 

variation trends of various models in evaluating the scores between anxiety level and learning motivation. The 

SVM model’s score is relatively stable, the MP model’s score gradually decreases, and the LSTM model’s score 

shows an apparent increasing trend. These analysis results have specific academic and scientific research and can 

give a reference basis for further research on the relationship between anxiety level and learning motivation. 

Ⅴ. CONCLUSION 

This study takes the relationship between anxiety and learning motivation assisted by the LSTM algorithm as 

the background and uses a questionnaire and LSTM algorithm to interpret the relationship. In terms of research 

methods, this study implements an evaluation model for interpreting anxiety and learning motivation, uses the 

LSTM algorithm to train the model, and compares it with SVM and MP algorithms. At the same time, SEM is 

used to analyze the relationship between the variables. This research framework, which combines the LSTM 

algorithm with traditional methods, provides a new perspective for psychological research in interpreting. The 

results manifest that the LSTM algorithm can better capture the characteristics of interpreting anxiety and learning 

motivation. As the training times increase, the LSTM algorithm performs better than SVM and MP algorithms in 

evaluating various indexes. In the continuous improvement of sentiment analysis performance regarding anxiety 

levels, LSTM demonstrates its unique superiority. This highlights the special value of LSTM in handling time-

series data related to interpreting learning. 

In conclusion, this study validates the effectiveness of LSTM in exploring the relationship between 

interpreting anxiety and learning motivation, especially in the application of modeling time-sensitive data. 

Although this study has made significant progress in data analysis using the advanced LSTM algorithm, some 

limitations remain. Firstly, the research data mainly came from questionnaire surveys, which self-reporting biases 

of participants may influence. For example, social desirability effects might lead participants to provide "ideal" 

answers. Secondly, the generalizability of the research results may be challenged due to limitations in the scope 

and quantity of sample collection. Additionally, in the implementation of the LSTM model, technical details such 

as parameter selection, network structure, and training processes may prominently impact the results, and these 

factors are not thoroughly discussed here. Finally, although this study reveals the correlation between interpreting 

anxiety and learning motivation, further exploration of the specific causal relationship between the two is needed. 

Looking ahead, several possible directions for future research are anticipated. First, future research can employ 

more diverse data collection methods, such as laboratory tests or observations of actual interpreting tasks, to 

obtain more objective and multidimensional data. Second, enhancing the generalizability of the study by 

increasing the sample size and diversifying the sample composition is recommended. For instance, including 

participants with diverse cultural backgrounds and educational levels or exploring the relationship between other 

forms of translation (such as written translation) and learning motivation. Moreover, refining and optimizing the 

LSTM model and experimenting with different configurations are worthwhile pursuits. Comparing or combining 

LSTM with other types of neural network models to improve the accuracy and reliability of sentiment analysis is 

also worth considering. Lastly, based on the findings of this study, subsequent studies can design targeted 

interventions to empirically test effective strategies for reducing interpreting anxiety and enhancing learning 
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motivation. Further exploration of the dynamic interactions and underlying mechanisms between the two is 

possible through interdisciplinary approaches, providing richer theoretical support and applied tools for 

educational practices in the future. 
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